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ABSTRACT 

Advertising and promotion models will determine the choice of a purchasing agent 

for consumers. According to the ideas and buying behavior patterns of different 

customer groups, we will understand which advertisements and promotions in the 

purchasing agents are the most beneficial to help purchasing merchants. Therefore, we 

decided to cooperate with OTG select shop. The store conducts a joint research and 

analysis of the university-industry cooperation case to discuss the most effective way 

to improve the company’s marketing. 

The purpose of this study is two directions：one is how the company’s advertising 

promotion affects consumers’ purchase intention. Another is to analyze the impact of 

promotional activities on customers. 

This study hopes to provide an in-depth analysis of “Successful advertising and 

promotion strategies”: technically, this study uses the “strategy analysis” technique to 

analyze and explore the main factors of successful advertising and promotion strategies; 

at the same time, it leads to consumer preferences. And purchase intention, through 
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analysis and content analysis, the author can find out a most suitable business strategy, 

and provide better marketing suggestions for the company to improve. 

This research takes marketing strategy as a research case, and conducts research 

on the general consumer by way of questionnaires. There are 237 valid questionnaires 

to verify this. The results show that the advertising effects of celebrity endorsement, 

product function and humor are different among the constructs. The three constructs all 

have a positive influence on consumers' purchase intention. The effect of celebrity 

endorsement advertisements and humorous advertisements in advertising strategies has 

a partial mediating effect on consumers' purchase influence relationship. 

The results of the study show：(1) The factors that consumers consider when 

choosing a purchasing agent；(2) The influence of advertising on customers；(3) How 

the promotion strategies attracts customers. From the survey results of this research, it 

is found that moderate advertising effects and promotion strategies can effectively 

improve consumers' preferences and have a good impact on purchasing agents. This 

finding can be used for reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Advertising strategies, Promotion strategies, Consumer preference, 

Purchasing intention, and Considerations 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Background 

In recent years, with people’s high reliance on social software, online shopping 

has given young people the opportunity to create their own micro-business. People 

connect brands and online consumers through the way of choosing goods. As a result, 

products can obtain more publicity and circulation methods in the market. Through 

convenient and fast channels and preferential promotion methods, which can attract the 

attention of consumers, and people are no longer limited by geographical restrictions. 

The process of buying the products you want is one of the keys to the success of 

purchasing agents. 

The online industry of purchasing agent is not only limited to general daily 

necessities. By combining different types of products, from niche brands to luxury 

brands, they can find desired products through a single purchasing agent. Because of 

the popularity of fast fashion, purchasing agents. As long as people grasp the fashion 

trend and create topics, people can have a good foothold in the market. Buyers can be 

free from the choice of products, and impress customers with more favorable prices and 

service quality than brands. Of course, among them Taking online marketing methods 

as the primary key, a good online shopping agency should not only meet the needs of 

consumers, but also take into account the maximization of costs and profits, grasp and 

analyze the consumer psychology of customers, and adopt suitable marketing methods. 

and advertising to stimulate impulse purchases by consumers and promote more 

business profits. 

The company the authors research named OTG SELECT SHOP – LYON 
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INTERNATIONAL. OTG means “On the Ground” lives in the moment, symbolizes 

the spirit of teamwork and joint efforts and wins by diversifying its services and 

products. In 2018, the brand of OTG was established and mainly focused on online 

stores. In June 2021, the Company opened its physical store in Taichung and advertised 

for the use of commercial fan specialty has not yet purchased advertising. Online 

operations and practices of OTG are that operating Instagram fan page, Facebook fan 

page, WeChat, mainly to post and update time-limited dynamics to promote products. 

Then, the main products are sneakers, luxury boutiques and fashion clothing, 

supplemented by haute horlogerie, brand-name cosmetics, perfumes, and accessories. 

Nowadays, the factors for consumers to choose a purchasing agent are not limited 

to simply buying the required goods, but also to be satisfied at the psychological level. 

The main consideration of consumers in choosing a purchasing agent is also the key to 

the success of a shop. Understanding the thoughts of consumers, which can effectively 

improve the operation of a purchasing agent. 

The author will find out the different consumer groups of the store based on the 

operation of a purchasing agent, and analyze the influence of advertising on customers, 

whether it will change customers’ preference for brands and purchase intentions. 

Among the many promotion methods, which one it is the primary condition that can 

most affect consumers, and what types of promotion methods and promotional 

strategies  can affect the purchase of consumer groups at different levels, use existing 

resources to extend feasible solutions, and analyze the most ideal business strategy for 

the purchasing agent, successful adjustment marketing cases, for example, a well-

known sister flower purchasing agent, whose sales method is completely different from 

that of fast-moving consumer goods, the sister flower purchasing agent can only 

passively wait for customers to come to the door, and the inability to quickly increase 
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potential consumers in different regions is the biggest problem at present. Through the 

appropriate adjustment of marketing strategies and the appointment of a planning and 

marketing team, we not only rely on simple advertising exposure to attract consumers 

to place orders, but also increase potential customers through advertising, and 

recommend through people who have bought them. Better exposure, use existing 

resources to expand feasible channels, and plan eye-catching posts and online activities 

for the three social media commonly used by Taiwanese to make fans more willing to 

interact. Compared with the original post, the reach rate can be increased by 6 times, 

and the interaction rate can be increased by 100 times, allowing the brand awareness to 

naturally spread and stabilize. 

Motivation 

With the rapid development of purchasing agents, more and more people choose 

to shop online and also want to start a business online. As the market of purchasing 

agent is saturated, we can often see different business strategies through Instagram or 

Facebook, but often the industry of purchasing agent cannot distinguish what type of 

customers and potential customer groups different products can attract, such as 

“popular goods”, “trends goods” and “luxury goods”. However, consumers will also 

have a basis for choosing the purchasing store they want to buy. For example, 

“commodity diversification” and “return and exchange services” are all factors that will 

affect consumers’ choice to buy. Advertising, promotions and promotional strategies 

are also a very important attraction for consumers. For the authors, when we see items 

such as “20% off on Double 11”, “Buy One Get One Free”, “Gift Small Gifts” activities 

will attract us to buy. In contrast, this periodic activity may only make consumers buy 

once and never repurchase. Therefore, in this research, we will help OTG Select Shop 

to find out how to advertise, promote and set promotional strategies for different income 
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categories to influence consumers’ preferences and purchase intentions. It also helps 

the company find potential customers by staying with existing customers. 

Research Purpose 

Through qualitative methods, find out which advertising, promotion, and pricing 

methods will attract consumers. Through qualitative methods, we explore the deepest 

thoughts of consumers about the way advertising, promotion, and pricing in our 

research. However, these research results can give OTG Select Shop an idea to change 

its business strategy, so that the store can change its strategy according to the situation. 

Through the most effective business strategy, it can improve the purchase intention of 

existing customers and potential customers. 

Research Questions 

1. What are the main factors to consider when consumers choose purchasing agents? 

2. What type of designing for advertisements will attract customers’ attention and 

further influence their preference and purchase intention? 

3. What kind of promotional strategies will attract the customers? 

Contributions 

Due to the fierce competition in the industry of purchasing agents, each store has 

similar advertisements, promotions and pricing for popular, trendy and luxury goods. 

From our research, the readers can see which advertising and promotion strategies are 

more likely to impress consumers and attract consumers to buy. Through questionnaires 

and interview, we can point out the direction for those who are engaged in purchasing 

agents. 
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Limit 

Due to personal information, we cannot obtain detailed customer consumption 

data of the store, and we cannot comprehensively analyze the preferences and purchase 

intentions of existing customers. Therefore, the authors try to find out which advertising, 

promotion and promotional strategies consumers prefer through questionnaires. Since 

the average age of OTG Select Shop customers is between 20 and 35 years old, the 

people who fill out the questionnaires are basically young people. The results may apply 

to target customers between the ages of 20-35. 

 Delimit 

Although the author does not have access to the company’s complete customer 

consumption information, the authors use questionnaire to collect. First of all, the 

authors collect some advertisements and promotion methods of peer purchasing agents, 

and compares which strategy can attract consumers to buy; secondly, read books on 

marketing management, and sort out common advertising, promotion, and promotional 

strategies; The method of issuing documents collects consumers' purchasing 

preferences and willingness. The above approach makes it clear to the author that 

consumers’ preferences can be inferred from existing capabilities. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

The Definition of Consumer Purchase Intention 

Purchase intention is the probability that consumers are willing to make a 

particular purchase. Mullet believes that consumers' attitudes towards a product or 

brand, combined with the role of external factors, constitute consumers' purchase 

intentions. Purchase intentions can be regarded as consumers' subjective tendency to 

choose a specific product, and it has been proved that it can be used as a predictor of 

consumption. important indicators of behavior. Dodds believe that purchase intention 

refers to the subjective probability or possibility of consumers purchasing a specific 

product, and some scholars believe that purchase intention is the purchase plan of 

consumers for a specific product. Chinese scholars Han-Rui and Tian, Zhi-Long believe 

that purchase intention refers to the possibility of consumers buying the product; Zhu, 

Zhi-Xian believes that purchase intention is a psychological consultant for consumers 

to buy a product that suits their needs, and it is a manifestation of consumer psychology 

and purchase. Prelude to behavior1. 

Consumers’ willingness to buy usually depends on their perceived benefits and 

values, which will further generate purchase intentions (Zeithaml, 1988; Dodds, 

Monroe, and Grewal, 1991). Chiou (1999) explored the influence of attitudes, group 

norms, and perceived behavioral control on consumers’ purchase intention and found 

that when consumers’ personal subjective cognitive knowledge ability was weak, 

personal perceived behavioral control was more effective in predicting purchase 

intention. On the contrary, when the knowledge ability of subjective cognition is strong, 

the level of personal perceptual behavior control cannot significantly predict purchase 

 
1 “MBA 智库百科，全球专业中⽂经管百科.” 2018. Mbalib.com. 2018. 
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intention. Therefore, this study uses consumer purchase intention as an indicator to 

predict consumer purchase decision, and explores the influence of advertising, 

promotion and promotional strategies on consumer purchase intention under different 

product categories.2 

The Factors of Influencing Consumers' Purchase Intention3 

Ø Consumer Personality Traits 

The individual characteristics of consumers are the most obvious variables 

for segmenting consumer groups. Judging from the research on consumer behavior 

at home and abroad, the individual characteristics to be considered generally are 

the consumer’s gender, age, occupation, income, education level, etc., and other 

factors are selected according to the research content and purpose. 

For example, studying the willingness to buy food will involve consumers' 

physical health; studying consumers' perceived risks will involve consumers' risk 

preferences. 

Ø Product Internal Clues4 

The internal clues of a product refer to the attributes associated with the use 

value of the product. Consumers take any purchase behavior in order to obtain the 

products they need to meet their needs, so the internal clues of the products will 

directly affect the consumers' purchase intention. Babin believes that the attributes 

of the product itself are the main driving force for consumers to take purchasing 

 

2 “⾏銷評論，2007 年冬季 第 4 卷，第 4 期，⾴ 481-504.”  (2007). 

3 顏福佑、王崇昱.“影響購買意願之因素探討-以服務涉⼊為⼲擾變數.” (2001). 

4 林娟娟, Judy Chuan-Chuan, 陳岱昀 Lin, Tai-Yun Chen, and 明新科技⼤學電算

中 ⼼ 東 吳 ⼤ 學 資 訊 科 學 系 . n.d. “The Determinants of Website Purchasing 
Intention.” (2007). 
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behavior, and the evaluation of product attributes is the most direct and main factor 

affecting consumers’ purchase intention. Wu, Liang-Jin and others believe that the 

factors that affect consumers’ perceived value and thus consumers’ purchase 

intention can be divided into three categories. One of the internal cues refers to the 

inherent attributes of the product, including the product’s own value, use value, 

and quality characteristics. Specifically, the internal clues of durable goods 

generally refer to indicators such as quality, performance, and reliability; for food, 

it refers to taste and nutritional value. 

Ø Product External Clues 

The external clues of the product are relative to the internal clues, which refer 

to external factors that have nothing to do with the product’s own attributes, such 

as price, brand, and guarantee. Wang, Li-Fang pointed out that due to the 

information asymmetry between the two sides of the transaction, consumers 

cannot fully grasp the internal information of the seller’s products, so the external 

clues of the product can help consumers identify the quality and purchase risks of 

the product, and then affect the purchase intention. These external clues include 

guarantees, brands, etc. She pointed out that high assurance represents high 

perceived quality and low perceived risk, and merchants can use assurance to 

increase consumers’ willingness to purchase; brand is an intangible important asset 

for merchants, and well-known brands represent high perceived quality and low 

functional risk, which will generate High purchase intention. 

As the most important external clue of a product, price has been studied by 

many scholars. Price is considered to be the currency paid for obtaining a product. 

The role of price is generally focused on the relationship between price and quality. 

It is generally believed that price can be used as a monetary representation of 
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quality, the higher the price, the higher the quality. Economists believe that prices 

play the dual roles of “distribution” and “information” in transactions: through the 

transfer of money aggregated through market transactions, prices reflect the 

redistribution of resources in society; at the same time, prices also play the role of 

information transmission, consumers generally believe that a higher price 

indicates a higher cost of input factors of production, so high prices represent good 

quality. Dong Jun believes that price is not only a sign of how much money 

consumers need to spend to buy a product, but also a sign of product quality. 

Increase, reduce consumers' perceived value of product exchange, resulting in 

weakened purchase intention. 

Ø Consumption Situational Factors 

Consumers’ purchasing decisions will change with the contextual factors. 

Through empirical investigation, Sharma pointed out that the design of the store, 

the surrounding environment, the store atmosphere and the feeling of the 

salesperson will directly affect the customer's purchase intention, and the feeling 

of the salesperson will also become a part of the overall atmosphere of the store, 

and then indirectly influence purchase intention. Zhuang, Gui-Jun et al. conducted 

a study on the situational factors that affect consumers’ purchasing decisions in 

shopping centers, and found that six factors have a significant impact on customers’ 

purchasing intentions, namely purchasing desire, tourist attractions, weekends, 

stay time, regularity, store number of stalls. 

Ø Socioeconomic Factors 

Liu, Hai-Jun believes that when the level of purchasing power is constant, 

market demand is a function of willingness to buy. He summed up a formula: 

market demand = population + level of purchasing power + willingness to buy, 
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that is to say, to analyze market demand, these three elements must be organically 

combined. Effectively expand market demand and promote economic 

development. 

How Advertising Influences Consumer Buying Preferences 

A good advertising method can promote consumers’ first impression of a brand or 

product, and the effect of advertising has a great influence on changing consumers’ 

thinking and purchasing. After watching the advertisement, consumers will start to 

think about whether to accept the information and whether they need the product 

promoted by the advertisement, so that consumers can really have the motivation to buy. 

Therefore, the advertisement must be accepted by the public in order to have the desired 

effect5. 

Celebrity endorsement is one of today’s mainstream advertising models. Among 

the types of advertising endorsements, “celebrity” endorsement is a marketing 

technique that manufacturers often use with advertising products and celebrity images, 

in the hope of stimulating consumers' demand for products. Advertising not only adds 

points to the product through the attractiveness of celebrities, but also affects 

consumers' impression of the product by the appeal expressed in the content. Different 

appeal methods will present different advertising effects. The same product, expressed 

in different appeal situations, will bring different feelings to consumers and produce 

different sales results.6 

The Social Influence Model proposed by the scholar Kelman (1958) explores 

whether individuals will change their attitudes due to different source messages or 

 
5 “MBA 智庫百科，全球專業中⽂經管百科.” 2018. Mbalib.com. 2018  
6 “名⼈代⾔對消費者購買意願影響之研究:廣告效果與廣告訴求之中介效果.” 

(2010).  
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message contexts. The process can be divided into the following three categories7: 

1. Compliance：Change one’s attitude in order to conform to the trend of the 

surrounding environment or social culture and ethos. However, the process has 

nothing to do with the influence of the advertising spokesperson, so there is no 

significant relationship between the influence process and the advertising 

spokesperson. 

2. Identification：To identify with another person, another group or an indicator 

person, and to change one's original attitude. The main factor in the persuasiveness 

of recommending products for celebrities is to make consumers identify with 

celebrities through the popularity or attractiveness of celebrities, and then accept 

the attitudes and behaviors recognized by the spokesperson, and further have a 

positive impact on the advertised products or services. Therefore, when consumers 

use products of the same brand as the spokesperson, they will have a sense of 

identity and preference for the product brand. 

3. Internalization：Consumers have a very high preference for a product and have 

accepted it as part of their personal value system. Because consumers agree with 

the advertising messages delivered by the spokesperson, they will adopt the same 

views and attitudes as the spokesperson and thus form internalized factors. 

Reaching the recognition of brand image through advertising, prompting 

consumers to actively pursue product information and meet psychological needs, the 

higher the degree of good impression, the more actionable options will be. It is very 

important to establish and maintain a good brand image in mind in order to enhance its 

purchase intention. 

 
7 Khan, Anupriya. 2013. “Social Influence Theory - IS Theory.” Theorizeit.org. 

(2013). 
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How Advertising Influences Consumer Purchase Intention 

Consumers’ purchasing intention is affected by many factors, among which 

advertising is one of the methods of mass publicity and the message that most often 

appears in front of consumers. Advertising involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1985) helps to 

understand the level of consumer involvement, and the level of consumer involvement 

will affect consumers’ purchasing intention to make purchase decisions. The degree of 

consumer involvement in advertising will also affect the consequences of their 

involvement, including advertising memory and attitude, purchase intention, 

differences between product characteristics, brand preference, brand choice, 

information demand, decision-making time, personal decision-making style. 

Manufacturers will attract consumers' attention through advertising strategies such as 

buy one, get one free, gifts, free delivery fee, etc. The degree of consumer involvement 

is affected by the antecedents of involvement: the consumer's personal factors, goals or 

stimuli, and contextual factors, including involvement in advertising messages, product 

messages, and purchase decisions. Because of the difference in the level of consumer 

involvement, the consequences of involvement will also be affected: advertising 

memory and attitude, the influence of purchase intention, the difference between 

product features, the preference price for a certain brand, and so on.8 

Consumer’s feedback generates value for advertising, even if the content is not 

necessarily what consumers want, it will also recognize the value of advertising. When 

consumers agree with the value of advertising, they will have a further attitude to use 

advertisements. In addition, privacy protection has a clear impact on consumers’ 

attitudes. When consumers have a clear attitude towards using mobile advertising, they 

 
8 “國 ⽴ 交 通 ⼤ 學 經營管理研究所.” n.d. 
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will have a willingness to adopt the advertising content; when consumers have the 

willingness to adopt the advertising content, they may have a willingness to purchase 

the products or services of the advertising content.9 

How Promotional Strategies Affect Purchase Preference and Purchase Intention 

Promotional activities are to stimulate consumers to increase their purchasing 

intention through the value of products or to hold activities in a short period of time, 

and increasing product sales. Through literatures review, which found that the most 

attractive promotions for consumers are price promotion, free gift lottery, free delivery 

fees etc.10 

Ø Price Promotion 

Price promotion refers to a promotion method that stimulates consumers’ 

purchasing intention through various forms of price reduction in the short term.11 

Since price is the main factor that affects consumers before purchasing a product, 

price promotion can increase the sales volume of a product in a short period of time, 

especially for products with a certain brand awareness, the influence of price becomes 

more obvious. Price promotions can stimulate consumers to buy, and can also attract 

customers who buy other brands to buy the brand. 

Ø Free Gift Lottery 

The attractiveness of gifts will affect consumers’ intention to purchase products. 

 
9 曾偉哲.“⾏動廣告對於消費者購買意願影響因素之探討.” (2015). 
10 林陽助, 李宜致, 林吉祥, and 林婉婷. 2009. “折扣幅度、促銷⽅式與品牌知名

度對消費者品牌評價及購買意願之影響－以⾏動電話為例.” 東吳經濟商學學報, 
no. 67 (December). 
11 “MBA 智库百科，全球专业中⽂经管百科” 2018 
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Previous study has suggested that free gift is like a gift to customers, however, free gift 

promotions can give consumers a good image of what they buy. Therefore, the types of 

gifts can capture the psychology of consumers, which will increase the attractiveness 

of gifts. On the contrary, unattractive gifts are provided, consumers will feel that they 

have not obtained benefits.12 

The Influence of Delivery Fees on Consumers 

First of all, when consumers buy goods online, the psychological impact of 

shipping costs on consumers will change consumers’ final purchase intentions. At the 

time of purchasing, consumers need to pay additional fees, which will cause the price 

of what consumers think is the product to be changed. Under the influence of perception, 

consumers feel that they are being lost. Therefore, consumers prefer online shopping 

platforms to offer free shipping promotions. 

In our daily life, most consumers have a bad feeling about shipping costs and think 

that delivery fees are an unfair system. If the store offers free delivery fees, it can reduce 

consumer confusion. Previous study has shown that the final paid price for delivery 

fees and prices for products can change consumers’ buying behavior. However, now 

that free delivery fees promotions are found to create more consumer purchasing 

intentions.13 

Hypotheses 

With the popularity of online purchasing agents, more and more unique advertising 

and promotion strategies have appeared in the market, but how to correctly and quickly 

capture the attention of consumers is the business direction that every purchasing agent 

 
12 陳玟菱. “贈品吸引⼒對消費者購買意願影響之研究” (2014). 
13 林滿儀.“網購免運費對消費⾏為影響.” (2022). 
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has been facing. From the literature review of different factors that affect consumers’ 

purchase intention, the author found that most consumers will be very careful to 

measure promotion and promotional strategies, and they will pay attention to whether 

an advertisement has won their hearts for the part of advertising. 

Previous research has shown that consumers’ purchase intentions often stem from 

other people’s reviews of products or stores, return and exchange mechanisms, 

promotions, and more. However, what kind of advertisement, pricing and promotional 

strategies can really attract consumers has not yet been studied. Therefore, in this study, 

the author infers those different levels of business strategies will affect the degree of 

change in consumer’s purchase intentions. 

Celebrity endorsement advertisement is the most common and most effective 

advertising method. The main purpose of celebrity endorsement advertisement is to 

express the image that the product would like to convey to consumers in the fastest time. 

Celebrities themselves also have great appeal, and the popularity of celebrities can also 

attract consumers’ attention. Therefore, the authors judge that advertisement endorsed 

by celebrities can significantly increase consumers preference and consumers’ purchase 

intention.14 

H1-1. Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase consumer’s 

preference. 

H1-2. Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase consumer’s 

purchase intention. 

Understanding products’ design has a great relationship with consumers’ 

preference and purchasing intention. For example, products’ designers must pay 

 
14 朱翊綾.“名⼈代⾔對消費者購買意願影響之研究:廣告效果與廣告訴求之中

介效果.” (2010). 
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attention to whether the functional design of the products can satisfy consumers when 

designing products, and whether the design is beneficial to consumers. Whether it will 

have an impact on the use of the product, in this way, the advertisement of the product 

design and the consumer’s purchase intention play an important role. Therefore, the 

authors judge that advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can 

significantly increase consumer’s preference and consumer’s purchase intention. 

H2-1. Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can significantly. 

increase consumer’s preference. 

H2-2. Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can significantly 

increase consumer’s purchase intention. 

Adding humorous advertisements like puns in advertisements can attract 

consumers’ attentions. When consumers watch humorous advertisements, regardless of 

the meaning of the words or the way of pronunciation, it can be consistent with the 

meaning of the advertisement and combined to achieve a good advertising effect. 

Therefore, the authors judge that humorous advertisements can significantly improve 

consumer’s preference and purchase intention.15 

H3-1. Humorous advertisements can significantly increase consumer’s preference. 

H3-2. Humorous advertisements can significantly increase consumer’s purchase 

intention. 

When purchasing goods, the delivery fees often affect the final purchasing 

intention of consumers. Consumers are highly sensitive to the amount of delivery fees. 

If the delivery fees are changed, consumers will be more concerned about whether to 

purchase the goods, because delivery fees increase, consumers feel that the amount they 

 

15 林品章, and 楊朝明. 2008. “雙關修辭的廣告與認知需求對廣告效果的影響.”  
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need to pay has also increased, and they also feel that they have suffered a loss. 

Therefore, the authors judge that (1) The attraction of the promotional strategy "Free 

delivery fee over NT1,000 dollars"for middle-income consumers is significantly higher 

than high-income consumers. (2) The attraction of the promotional strategy “Free 

shipping over NT1,000 dollars” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly 

higher than consumers’ age between 26~30. 

H4. The attraction of the promotional strategy "Free delivery fee over NT1,000 

dollars"for middle-income consumers is significantly higher than high-

income consumers 

H7. The attraction of the promotional strategy “Free shipping over NT1,000 

dollars” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly higher than 

consumers’ age between 26~30. 

When learning about product discounts and preferential treatment, consumers will 

be affected by the price of their previous purchasing experience, and will also be 

evaluated products by the price information, which is provided by the manufacturer. 

Price promotion will affect consumers’ final decision-making behavior for products. 

Therefore, the authors judge that (1) The attraction of the promotional strategy " Over 

certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase "for middle-income 

consumers is significantly higher than high-income consumers. (2) The attraction of the 

promotional strategy “VIP get 15% off for all purchases” for consumers’ age between 

21~25 is significantly higher than consumers’ age between 26~30. (3) The attraction of 

the promotional strategy “Over certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next 

purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly higher than consumers’ 

age between 26~30. (4) The attraction of the promotional strategy “Introduce new 

customer enjoy cash discounts on next purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is 
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significantly higher than consumers’ age between 26~30 and 31~35. 

H5. The attraction of the promotional strategy " Over certain amount will get 

NT200 dollars for the next purchase "for middle-income consumers is 

significantly higher than high-income consumers. 

H8. The attraction of the promotional strategy “VIP get 15% off for all purchases” 

for. consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly higher than consumers’ age 

between 26~30. 

H9. The attraction of the promotional strategy “Over certain amount will get 

NT200 dollars for the next purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is 

significantly higher than consumers’ age between 26~30. 

H10. The attraction of the promotion “Introduce new customer enjoy cash 

discounts on next purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is 

significantly higher than consumers’ age between 26~30 and 31~35 . 

 

The lottery is a very common promotional activity. Attention should be paid to 

whether the giveaway of the lottery has a great relationship with the main products, 

whether it is diversified, the added value of the products, etc. Only attractive prizes can 

be triggered for consumers’ willingness to buy. Therefore, the authors judge that The 

attraction of the promotion " Participate in the Airpods boutique raffles "for middle-

income consumers is significantly higher than low-income consumers. 

H6. The attraction of the promotional strategy" Participate in the Airpods 

boutique raffles "for middle-income consumers is significantly higher than 

low-income consumers. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

In this study, the authors divide the literature review into four levels, including the 

definition of consumer purchase intention, followed by factors that influence consumer 

purchase intention, then how advertising affects consumer purchase preferences, and 

finally, how advertising will influence consumers' willingness to buy. 

This study will use quantitative research (Ex: collect questionnaires) and 

qualitative interviews. According to the survey, we can learn what kind of marketing 

strategies can effectively attract consumers through questionnaires, and understand the 

factors that consumers consider when choosing purchasing agents, such as sensitivity 

to advertising or price. According to the ideas and purchasing behavior patterns of 

different customer groups, it is most beneficial to understand which advertisements and 

promotions the industry of purchasing agents launch to help purchasing agents’ 

merchants. Test different types of ads to see if consumer preferences and purchase 

intentions change as a result. 

The author uses qualitative interviews to find out the psychological awareness of 

consumers in the questionnaire, and uses the prices and promotions offered by the store 

to get the real idea of the route consumers take in the physical store. At the same time, 

conduct a sensitivity test of preferential activities for customer groups of different 

commodity categories, conduct market research on the consumption habits and 

consumption levels of ordinary consumers, and use different promotion plans and brand 

advertisements to stimulate consumer response, and successfully improve a purchasing 

agency. In order to successfully improve the marketing model of a purchasing agent. 
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Data Collection 

In order to collect more data, the authors use online questionnaires, providing a 

total of 241 questionnaires for customers of different income groups who will or have 

used purchasing agents. After collecting the data, the authors use SPSS to process the 

data collected in the questionnaire. 

The first part of the questionnaire is the basic information including gender, age, 

occupation and income, which can make the authors know what kind of people will buy 

products through purchasing agents. The second part is about the use of purchasing 

agents, allowing consumers to fill in the frequency of purchasing agents, the amount of 

spending, the preferred channel and the type of goods purchased. The third part is to 

evaluate the behaviors of choosing products, to understand consumers’ purchasing 

preferences and intention for popular products, trendy products and luxury products. 

The fourth part is the factors to consider when choosing a purchasing agent, such as 

service quality, word-of-mouth, and price s, to understand what factors consumers will 

evaluate before choosing a purchasing to buy products. The fifth and sixth part are 

advertising and promotional strategies, to understand which advertising and 

promotional strategies consumers use for purchasing agents to attract consumers’ 

attention. 

In terms of qualitative interviews, the authors expect to interview about 9 

interviewees, each interview will take about 15-30 minutes, and some of the 

interviewees are industry of purchasing agents, higher-income groups or college 

students. From the perspective of aspects, we can deeply understand the purchasing 

behavior and thinking of customer groups. 

The reason for choosing these 9 interviewees is that all interviewees have 

experience in purchasing agents and they are all students. The income sources of the 
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interviewees are all different and the gap is somewhat different. The authors can more 

clearly understand the different income levels. Consumers are thinking about their 

purchasing decisions when choosing purchasing agents. 

No.  Age Job Occupations Salary + living expenses 

1 21 
Student 

Part-time Job: Administrative Assistant 
$15000 

2 20 
Student 

Part-time job: supermarket clerk 
$15000 

3 20 Student $10000 

4 21 
Student 

Part-time job: restaurant waiter 
$10000 

5 22 Student $10000 

6 21 Student $12000 

7 20 Student $15000 

8 21 
Student 

Service Industry 
$29000 

9 20 Department Store $30000-40000 

Table 1. Interviewees' Background Information: Edited by Researchers 
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Measures 

Dependent Variables 

Purchasing intention 

Consumer preference 

The authors choose consumer preference and purchase intention as dependent 

variables. By reviewing literature and observing promotional strategies, the author finds 

that whether it is the type of advertising or promotional activities, to a certain extent, it 

can promote consumers' desire to buy, and thus promote their consumption behavior. 

Therefore, the author wants to study which advertisements and promotions will trigger 

consumer preferences and purchase intentions, so as to help store owners have a 

direction to run their own businesses. 

Independent Variables 

H1-1& 1-2：Advertisement endorsed celebrities  

H2-1&2-2：Functional advertising 

H3-1& 3-2：Humorous advertising 

H4："Free shipping over 1,000 dollars" 

H5：" Over certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase " 

H6：" Participate in the Airpods boutique raffles " 

H7：“Free shipping over 1,000 dollars” 

H8：“VIP get 15% off for all purchases” 
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H9：“Over certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase” 

H10：“Introduce new customer enjoy cash discounts on next purchase” 

Consumers’ preferences and purchase intentions will change due to the type of 

advertisements. The ultimate goal of most promotion methods is to make consumers 

feel some of the store’s intimate offers, which can stimulate customers’ purchase 

behavior. Furthermore, by analyzing the questionnaires, the authors can know which 

promotions are effective and which are fewer effective methods that resonate with 

consumers. In addition to the above variables from hypothesis, the following factors 

are also the independent variables,such as sevice quality, word of mouth, price 

consideration, advertising strategy and pricing strategy. 

Service Quality 

Service quality is the behavior from the store service, which refers to the purchase 

that affects the customer. 

From the perspective of the customers of the purchasing agent, the author believes 

that the satisfaction of the customer comes from the reliable quality of logistics services. 

This question is based on Durinsan16 and was mainly developed by Mentzer LSQ 

model17. Respondents were asked how they felt about the service quality, from 7 

(strongly degree) to 1 (strongly disagree), all of the questions are positive. The higher 

 
16 LIN-SHEN DU, "Research on the Influence of Logistics Service Quality of Cross-
Border E-Commerce Platform on Customer Loyalty,"   
17 & Flint J. T. Mentzer, D. J., "Logistics Service Quality as a Segment-Customized 
Process,"  
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scores mean the customer with higher satisfaction with the service quality filled in the 

store. 

Service Quality 

1. This purchasing agent provides fast logistics. 

2. This purchasing agent provides complete logistics return and exchange terms. 

3. The goods received by the purchasing agent from this time are intact. 

4. When the goods received have problems such as quality, they will be returned 

and exchanged according to the regulations. 

Table 2. Service Quality 

 

Word of Mouth 

The effect of online word-of-mouth publicity has a significant impact on consumer 

shopping behavior and recognized as a powerful force in the consumer market. (Hutton 

and Mulhern 2002; Katz and Lazarsfeld 1964; Silverman 1997; Whyte Jr 1954).18 

When customers make a purchase decision and make the product reviews or not. The 

question took Min-Xiu Liu19 as a reference which developed by the researchers of Ru-

Yu Wang, Ren-Hong Wang and Ji-ren Zhuang.20 Interviewees were asked about their 

online buying behavior. Internet word-of-mouth went from 7 (strong degree) to 1 

 
18 施得琪, "產品、網路評論與消費者特質類別對網路⼝碑效果之影響,"  (2011). 
19 劉玟秀, "Effects of the of Electronic Word of Mouth Dissemination Online on 
Decision of Purchasing Cosmetics,"  (2016). 
20 王如鈺、王仁宏、莊濟任, "網路⼝碑對網路團購意圖之影響,"  (2012). 
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(strongly disagree), higher scores indicate respondents with a high level of internet 

word of mouth. It also shows that the effect of online word-of-mouth persuasion will 

positively affect the intention of online group buying.  

Word of Mouth 

1. When I choose a store, I first confirm the store with good reviews. 

2. I will have a sense of trust in this store if it has a lot of positive comments. 

3. When I look at consumer feedback, I read multiple reviews before making a 

decision. 

Table 3.  Word of Mouth 

Price Considerations 

Price considerations refers to whether a customer cares about the price when 

buying a product. Price is a fairly important factor influencing people's purchasing 

behavior. This question is based on Hong-Yi, Zhou (2014)21 as a reference. According 

to Urbany, Kalapurakal & Dickson22, customers compare and look at prices between 

two competing stores, and their ultimate goal is the lowest price. Respondents were 

asked about their price considerations for buying behavior from 7 (strongly degree) to 

1 (strongly disagree), and the higher the score, the higher the level of price awareness 

of the respondents. 

 
21 鍾弘益, "The Impact of Service Quality, Product Quality, Price, Word of Mouth on 
Customer Satisfaction and Customer Purchasing Behaviors – a Case Study in Cai Feng 
Restaurant,"  
22 Peter R. Dickson Joel E. Urbany, "Price Search in the Retail Grocery Market,"  
(1996). 
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Price Considerations 

1. Before I decide to buy, I compare the prices from other purchasing agents. 

2. It is important to me to buy my favorite items at the lowest price. 

3. In order to get the benefits from low-prices, I usually request myself buying more 

than just one purchasing agents. 

Table 4.  Price Considerations 

Other 

1. When receiving the goods, it is important that the product packaging is is well 

packaging.. 

2. It’s important to own special products (scarce goods,limited edition items)in 

purchasing agent. 

Table 5. Other 

Advertising Strategies 

In addition to impressing consumers, advertising strategy is also a very important 

issue for manufacturers. The authors use ten brand logos to ask the respondent about 

the following brand preferences before playing the advertisement, this question is based 

on Jianzhi, Lin23 as a reference. As long as the brand logo is clearly disclosed in the 

design of the advertisement, a certain percentage of consumers will leave an impression 

 
23 林建志, "Research on the Communication Effect of Internet Advertising,"  (2012). 
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on the advertisement, which enhance the brand preference and purchase intention. Since 

the exposure of online advertising is not guaranteed, the online advertising exposure 

will still important. 

1. Please tick which sports brands do you like? (Can be double-selected, up to 

three). 

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □  

 

Price Strategies 

The authors divide the merchant goods from OTG SELCT SHOP into three 

categories, namely popular products, trendy products, luxury goods, and have different 

price promotion strategies according to the type of goods. 

The authors propose different price strategies for the three product types in OTG 

SELECT SHOP, to find the most suitable marketing model by understanding the price 

strategy of consumer preferences.  

Price strategies refers to whether a customer cares about the price when buying a 

product. Price is a fairly important factor influencing people's purchasing behavior. This 

question is based on Hongyi Zhong24 as a reference.  

Popular products （NTD 500-2000） 

1. Either two pieces of the item get 10% of the products as the gift voucher will make 

 
24 鍾弘益, "The Impact of Service Quality, Product Quality, Price, Word of Mouth on 
Customer Satisfaction and Customer Purchasing Behaviors – a Case Study in Cai Feng 
Restaurant". 
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me purchase.  

2. “Buy 1000 get one present” activity (socks, trinkets) will attract me to purchase. 

3. “Free shipping over NTD1,000” will attract me to purchase. 

 

Trendy products （NTD2500-10,000） 

1. Purchasing goods over NTD6,000 can discounted by NTD300 dollars, which 

will make me buy.  

2. The purchase frequency reaches a certain threshold, and you can enjoy VIP offers 

(ex.5% off for all purchases), which will attract me to buy.  

3. Over certain amount will get NT200 dollars as the gift voucher for the next 

purchase, which will attract me to buy.  

 

Luxury products （NTD12,000 or more） 

1. As long as the purchasing boutique is less than 20% cheaper than the counter, it 

will attract me to buy.  

2. There will be a cash discount offer (ex. NTD36,800 to NTD36,000) for 

introducing friends and new customers to buy), which will make me buy.  

3. Anyone who has bought a purchasing boutique will have the opportunity to 

participate in the Airpods, boutique lottery, which will attract me to buy.  

Dependent Variables  

The respondents will be answer following questions. Therefore, the author wanted 

to research which factors can occur consumer buying behavior to help purchasing 

agent have the direction to run their business.  
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Which of the following factors will make me decide to buy the products of this 

purchasing agent? (Can be repeated, choose up to five) □Commodity brand□

Product price□Product appearance design□Trends □This agent has a physical 

storefront □Logistics time �  Good reputation of the purchasing agent � 

Good service quality of the purchasing agent � High product diversity of the 

purchasing agent �  Good reviews of products from customers who have 

purchased, which makes me want to buy � I don’t have to worry about the 

product being defective when buying this purchasing 

 

 

 

Reliability Analysis 

Reliability analysis is an evaluation of consistency of the sample. Therefore, the 

author checks whether the data is reliable before doing data analysis. According to the 

scholar DeVellis and Lee Joseph Cronbach, Cronbach's alpha is also known as alpha 

reliability and the acceptable number of reliabilities should obtain 0.7 or above, and this 

research achieves the standard. In this thesis, the Cronbach’ Alpha is 0.902 is higher 

than the 0.7 it explains that the questionnaire is credible. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

The results of the study would show in this chapter, the authors would divide into 

three part to analyze, answer all research questions and to examine hypotheses. 

First of all, the author would sour out of the participants’ basic information and 

presented through the chart. Second, the author use Paired-Samples T-test with three 

different types of advertisements, customer’s preference and purchase intention to 

examine hypotheses with research questions. Third, the author would use One Way 

ANOVA with different income, aged groups and different types of product promotional 

strategies to help the purchasing agents find the most suitable promotional strategies.  

Basic Information of Participants 

The basic information of participants was shown below. To understand the 

respondents’ background is an important part to analyze the following questions. 

First of all, the author can know that most of respondents was female, among the 

total questionnaires 237, 75 were male and 161were female, which constituted 32% and 

68% of the sample respectively. Secondly, from the age of all participants, most of them 

are between the age of under 20 and the age of 21~25, which constituted 63% and 18% 

of the sample. Also, with the increasing of the age, fewer and fewer people are using 

purchasing agent which only occupied 18% of the age of 26~over35.  

This result showed that the in term of most of respondent was among the age of 

16~25, their job type were basically student which constituted 73% of the sample, the 

other 27% including service (8%), merchant (7%), civil servant (5%) Industry (3%), 

and, financial industry (3%), freelance(1%). 
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Figure 1. Participants-Gender  
Sources: Edited by Researchers  

 

Figure 2.  Participants-Age 
Sources: Edited by Researchers 

 

 

 

 

Gender

Female Male

Age

under20 21~25 26~30 31~35 over35
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Figure 3.  Participants-Job type 
Sources: Edited by Researchers 

 

 

Figure 4. Participants- Average Monthly Income 

Source: Edited by Researchers 

 

 

Job Type

Student Service Merchant Industry Civil Servant Freelance Financial Industry

Average Monthly Income

under10000 10001~20000 20001~30000 30001~40000 40001~50000

50001~60000 60001~70000 70001~80000 over80001
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Figure 5. Participants-Income of Source 
Sources: Edited by Researchers 

 

Figure 6. Participants-Average Frequency of Online Shopping 
Sources: Edited by Researchers  

 

 

 

Average Frequency

once a week once a month trimonthly half-yearly annually

Income of Source

Household supply Work Both
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Figure 7.  Participants- The Average Monthly Amount Spending on Online 
Shopping 

Sources: Edited by Researchers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Average Monthly Spending

under3000 3001~6000 6001~9000 9001~12000

12001~15000 15001~25000 over25000
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Research Question 1：What are the main factors to consider when consumers 

choose purchasing agents? 

l Consumers’ word of mouth：It is the most important in the purchasing process, 

because the purchasing agent cannot directly see the behavior of the product or the 

seller, and the consumers’ word of mouth is worth reference and has a high 

reference value. “The interviewees said：If there has been a dispute between the 

customer and the seller in the past, it may be that the planning is not perfect, so 

you will take the risk of buying like this purchasing agent”, “She will start with 

the latest message, quality, delivery speed, In response to negative reviews, we 

need to know which products are, and the most important part is the pictures of 

physical products shared by consumers.” 

The following are the experiences shared by consumers： 

1. Compare the product photos provided by the sellers, and consumers share the 

feeling of the product entity. For example, whether the product has color 

difference and the actual use condition. Another example, if consumers buy 

a scrub, they will go to the area of word-of-mouth to see how the scrub 

actually looks when you buy it. 

2. Stability of delivery speed: Interviewees said: “She once purchased a store 

two years ago, and the quality, price, and delivery speed were good, but two 

years later, when She purchased the same store, the quality became poor, and 

the delivery speed was very fast. slow.” 
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Figure 8. Service Quality：Edited by Researchers 

 

Figure 9. Word of mouth：Edited by Researchers 

l Stable product quality：Interviewee shared that “She has bought products from 

purchasing agents, but the boxes of the products were rotten when products arrived, 

which made consumers think that consumers bought products but their products 

may be littered. It will also cause damage to the product itself, which means there 

may be a problem with the control of the seller's product.” 
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l Attitude of sellers：For example, some sellers will give advice according to the 

needs of consumers, and will not sell their purchases unintentionally. In addition, 

regarding the seller’s return and exchange mechanism, the interviewees said: “The 

return and exchange mechanism of Shopee purchasing with Shopee Mall is 

relatively convenient and systematic, and it will be more reassuring to have a third-

party guarantee.” The return and exchange mechanism of the purchasing agent 

website requires consumers to contact the seller and inquire about the store’s return 

and exchange regulations. Such a return and exchange mechanism lack the 

protection of a third party, and it is easy to lose the consumer rights and interests 

of consumers. 

 

Figure 10. Preferred Purchasing Channel：Edited by Researcher 

l Diversified products of purchasing agent：Usually, a purchasing agent will not buy 

only one thing. If consumers find a purchasing agent, consumers will find 

something that you can buy in the same purchasing agent once, and will not find 

a purchasing agent for one product. Interviewees believe that this purchasing agent 

has multiple choices of products, which will be considered purchasing agents. 
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Research Question 2：What type of designing for advertisements will attract 

customers’ attention and further influence their preference and purchase intention? 

In this section, the author use Paired-Samples t-test with three different types of 

advertisements and customers’ preference and purchase intention. First, the 

advertisement endorsed by celebrities. Second, the advertisement emphasized the 

product functionality. Third, humorous type of advertisement. The author use these data 

to find out what kind of advertisement will actually create the best benefits and to 

answer the research question “What type of advertisements will attract customers’ 

attention and further influence their preference and purchase intention?”  

Advertisement 1： Advertisement endorsed by celebrities 

In table 6, the authors in order to find out if the type of advertisements endorsed 

by celebrities from Adidas will change the respondents brand preferences after 

watching the advertisement? Did people equally support brand preferences before 

advertising and brand preferences after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that 

their support level for brand preferences before advertising (M =1.8277, SD = .76841) 

and that of brand preferences after advertising. (M = 4.70, SD = 1.169) was significantly 

different, t(237) = -33.062, p = .000. 

The average brand preference of consumers before watching the advertisement 

and the brand preference after watching the advertisement is significantly higher than 

that before watching the advertisement, from this, it supports hypothesis H1-

1“Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase consumer 

preference.” 

In table 6, the authors in order to find out if the type of advertisements endorsed 

by celebrities from Adidas will change the respondents purchase intentions after 

watching the Adidas advertisement? Did people equally support purchase intentions 
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before advertising and purchase intentions after advertising? A paired-samples t-test 

showed that their support level for purchase intentions before advertising (M =2.94, SD 

= .799) and that of purchase intentions after advertising. (M = 4.58, SD = 1.276) was 

significantly different, t(237) = -15.254, p = .000. 

The results showed that the advertisement can increase in the average purchase 

intention. From this, it can be seen that this also confirms the hypothesis  

H1-2“Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase 

consumer’s purchase intention.” 

In table 6, the authors in order to find out if the type of advertisements endorsed 

by celebrities from Adidas will change the respondent’s preference into action after 

watching the Adidas advertisement? Did people equally support preference into action 

before advertising and preference into action after advertising? A paired-samples t-test 

showed that their support level for preference into action before advertising (M =4.70, 

SD = .1.169) and that of preference into action after advertising. (M = 4.58, SD = 1.169) 

was significantly different, t (237) = 2.543, p = .012. 

From the report, it is indicated that consumers will like the Adidas more, but the 

average number of preferences into action is lower than the brand preference, which 

means that consumers might not take the purchase action. Therefore, companies need 

to provide some promotional strategies to actually convert consumer preferences into 

consumer purchase action. 
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Table 6. Paired-Samples T-test of Advertisement 1	

 

Note: P<0.1+ ; P<0.05* ;P<0.01** ;P<0.001*** Source: the author sorted 

Variables Sample 
Sizes 

Average S.D. T value P value 

Changes in 
brand 
preferences 

     

Brand 
preferences 
before 
advertising. 

238 1.8277 0.76841 -33.062 0.000*** 

Brand 
preferences 
after 
advertising. 

238 4.70 1.169   

Changes in 
purchase 
intentions 

     

Purchase 
intention 
before 
advertising. 

239 2.94 0.799 -15.254 0.000*** 

Purchase 
intention 
after 
advertising. 

238 4.58 1.276   

Preference 
into action 

     

Preference 
into action 
before 
advertising  

238 4.70 1.169 2.543 0.012* 

Preference 
into action 
after 
advertising 

238 4.58 1.276   
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Advertisement 2 : Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality 

In table 7, the author in order to find out if advertisement that emphasizes the 

functional type from Nike will change the respondents brand preferences after watching 

the advertisement?  

Did people equally support brand preferences before advertising and brand 

preferences after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their support level 

for brand preferences before advertising (M =1.8277, SD = .76841) and that of brand 

preferences after advertising. (M = 4.67, SD = 1.270) was significantly different, t(237) 

= -31.388, p = .000. 

From this, it shows that the consumer will change the degree of its brand 

preference and the degree of liking for Nike is significantly higher than before. It means 

that after watching the advertisement, consumers will like the brand more. According 

to this, it supports the hypothesis H2-1“Advertisement that emphasizes product 

functionality can significantly increase consumer’s preference”.  

In table 7, the author in order to find out if advertisement that emphasizes the 

functional type from Nike will change the respondents purchase intentions after 

watching the advertisement?  

Did people equally support purchase intentions before advertising and purchase 

intentions after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their support level for 

purchase intentions before advertising (M =2.67, SD = .869) and that of purchase 

intentions after advertising. (M = 4.63, SD = 1.330) was significantly different, t(237 ) 

= -17.408, p = .000. 

The results showed that the purchase intentions after advertising increase in the 

average was significantly higher than the purchase intentions before advertising, 

indicating that the ad would make consumers want to buy the brand more. 
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According to this, it supports the hypothesis： 

H2-2“Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can significantly increase 

consumer’s purchase intention.” 

In table 7, the author in order to find out if advertisement that emphasizes the 

functional type from Nike will change the respondent’s preference into action after 

watching the Nike advertisement?  

Did people equally support preference into action before advertising and 

preference into action after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their 

support level for preference into action before advertising (M =4.67, SD = .1.270) and 

that of preference into action after advertising. (M = 4.63, SD = 1.330) was no 

significantly different, t (237) = 0.854, p = .394. 

It shows that the preference into action after watching Nike's advertisement is not 

significant with the into action before watching, which means that the consumer will 

really decide to buy the products and convert it into action after watching advertisement 

that emphasizes the functional type from Nike, indicating that this type of advertisement 

is successful. 
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 Table 7. Paired-Samples t-test of Advertisement 2  

Note: P<0.1+ ; P<0.05* ;P<0.01** ;P<0.001*** Source: the author sorted 

Variables Sample 
Sizes 

Average S.D. T value P value 

Changes in 
brand 
preferences 
Brand 
preferences 
before 
advertising 

     
 
 
238 
 
 
 
238 

 
 
1.8277 
 
 
 
4.67 

 
 
0.76841 
 
 
 
1.270 

 
 
-31.388 

 
 
0.000*** 

Brand 
preferences 
after 
advertising  
Changes in 
purchase 
intentions 

     

Purchase 
intention 
before 
advertising 

238 
 
 
 
238 

2.67 
 
 
 
4.63 

0.869 
 
 
 
1.330 

-17.408 0.000*** 

Purchase 
intention 
after 
advertising 
Preference 
into action 

     

Preference 
into action 
before 
advertising 
 

238 
 
 
 
 
238 

4.67 
 
 
 
 
4.63 

1.270 
 
 
 
 
1.330 

0.854  0.394(n.s.) 

Preference 
into action 
after 
advertising 
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Advertisement 3 : Humorous type of advertisement 

In table 8, the authors in order to find out if humorous type of advertisement from 

Adidas will change the respondents brand preferences after watching the advertisement?  

Did people equally support brand preferences before advertising and brand 

preferences after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their support level 

for brand preferences before advertising (M =1.8277, SD = .76841) and that of brand 

preferences after advertising. (M = 4.77, SD = 1.172) was significantly different,  

t(237) = -33.465, p = .000.  

From this, it shows that the consumer will change the degree of its brand 

preference and the degree of liking for Adidas is significantly higher than before. It 

means that after watching the advertisement, consumers will like the brand more. 

According to this, it supports the hypothesis H3-1“Humorous advertisements can 

significantly increase consumer’s preference.” 

In table 8, the authors in order to find out if humorous type of advertisement from 

Adidas will change the respondents purchase intentions after watching the 

advertisement?  

Did people equally support purchase intentions before advertising and purchase 

intentions after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their support level for 

purchase intentions before advertising (M =2.94, SD = .799) and that of purchase 

intentions after advertising. (M = 4.65, SD = 1.194) was significantly different, t (237) 

= -16.850, p = .000. 

The results showed that the purchase intentions after advertising increase in the 

average was significantly higher than the purchase intentions before advertising, 

indicating that the ad would make consumers want to buy the brand more. 
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According to this, it supports the hypothesis H3-2“Humorous advertisements can 

significantly increase consumers' purchasing. intention.” 

In table 8, the authors in order to find out if humorous type of advertisement from 

Adidas will change the respondent’s preference into action after watching the 

advertisement?  

Did people equally support preference into action before advertising and 

preference into action after advertising? A paired-samples t-test showed that their 

support level for preference into action before advertising (M =4.77, SD = .1.172) and 

that of preference into action after advertising. (M = 4.65, SD = 1.194) was significantly 

different, t(237) = 3.060, p = .002.  

The results showed a significant difference in the p-value indicates that consumers 

will increase preference and take action after advertising, while the average value of 

preference into action after advertising is lower than preference into action before 

advertising, indicates that consumers will not necessarily take the action of purchasing. 

Therefore, the author suggests purchasing agents can match some promotion strategies 

to actually convert consumer preferences into purchase action.  

Table 8. Paired-Samples t-test of Advertisement 3 

Variables Sample 
Sizes 

Average S.D. T value P value 

Changes in 
brand 
preferences 

     

Brand 
preferences 
before 
advertising 

238 1.8277 0.76841 -33.645 0.000*** 

Brand 
preferences 
after 

238 4.77 1.172   
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advertising  
Changes in 
purchase 
intentions 

     

Purchase 
intention 
before 
advertising 

238 2.94 0.799 -16.850 0.000*** 

Purchase 
intention 
after 
advertising 

238 4.65 1.194   

Preference 
into action 

     

Brand 
preferences 
before 
advertising 

238 4.77 1.172 3.060 0.002** 

Purchase 
intention 
after 
advertising 

238 4.65 1.194   

Note: P<0.1+ ; P<0.05* ;P<0.01** ;P<0.001*** Source: the author sorted 

 

In the research, it can be concluded that functional advertisements are the only 

ones that can truly enhance consumers’ brand preferences without matching other 

promotional strategies. Among functional advertisements of products, advertisements 

that emphasize design functions can most directly let consumers know whether the 

product is really needed to achieve the core interests, and although celebrity 

endorsements and humorous advertisements can expand their influence and bring 

benefits to the company, and enhance consumers’ love for the brand and purchase 

motivation, manufacturers must match other promotional strategies. Only then can 

consumers be converted into actual actions. 
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Research Question 3：What kind of promotional strategies  will attract the 

customers? 

In this section, the author would use One Way ANOVA with different income groups 

and different types of product promotion strategy to help the purchasing agents find the 

most suitable promotion strategy and to answer the research question “What kind of 

promotional strategies will attract the customers?  

The following is an explanation of the data: Group A means low-income, the 

respondents with the average monthly income is under 10,000 dollars,Group B means 

middle-income, the respondents with the average monthly income is 10,001 ~ 20,000 

dollars and Group C means high income,the respondents with the average monthly 

income is over 20,000 dollars. 

Variables Income Sample 
sizes 

Average S.D. 

Free shipping 
over 
NT1,000 
dollars 

under10,000 
(A) 

97 5.32 1.303 

10,000~20,000 
(B) 

64 5.33 1.381 

over20,000 
(C) 

77 4.92 1.458 

Over certain 
amount will 
get NT200 
dollars for 
the next 
purchase 

under10,000 
(A) 

97 4.57 1.330 

10,000~20,000 
(B) 

64 4.88 1.374 

over20,000 
(C) 

77 4.44 1.428 

Participate in 
the Airpods 
boutique 
raffles 

under10,000 
(A) 

97 4.08 1.552 

10,000~20,000 
(B) 

64 4.59 1.716 

over20,000 
(C) 

77 4.17 1.499 
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Table 9. Description statistics for different income respondents under various 

promotional schemes 

 

The authors in order to find out what kind of promotional programs suitable for 

different products. (popular, trendy and luxury products) and which promotion will 

attract certain group of different income respondents?  

However, did respondents from different income choose promotional programs 

equally?  

Popular products （NTD500-2000）： 

In table 10, a one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different 

income on free shipping over 1,000 dollars, and it revealed that there was a statistically 

significant difference in mean free shipping over 1,000 dollars scores between 

respondents’ income from under10,000, 10,000~20,000 and over20,000(5.32, 5.33, 

4.92, respectively; F(2, 235) = 2.213, p = .012).  

LSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on free shipping over 

1,000 dollars score for respondents from Group C income over20,000(4.92) is 

significantly lower than that of respondents from Group B income10,000~20,000 (5.33), 

p= .022, 95% C.I. = [.02, 1.81].  In LSD Test, and the average score of the Group B 

income10,000~20,000 was (5.33) , which is higher 0.41 than Group C income over 

20,000 (4.92). It can be seen that this promotion scheme is more attractive to middle-

income respondents and less attractive to high-income respondents. According to this, 

it can be seen that this result supports the hypothesis H4“Consumers' purchase intention 

for middle-income consumers is significantly higher than that of high-income 

consumers for the promotional strategy of " Free shipping over NT 1,000 dollars ".” 
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Trendy products （NTD2500-10,000）： 

In table 10, a one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different 

income on over certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase, and it 

revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in mean over certain amount 

will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase scores between respondents’ income from 

under10,000, 10,000~20,000 and over20,000(4.57, 4.88, 4.44, respectively; F(2, 235) 

= 1.816, p = .045).  

LSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on over certain amount 

will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase score for respondents from Group C 

income over20,000(4.44) is significantly lower than that of respondents from Group B 

income10,000~20,000 (4.88), p= .045, 95% C.I. = [.02, 1.89].  In LSD Test, and the 

average score of the Group B income10,000~20,000 was (4.88) , which is higher 0.44 

than Group C income over 20,000 (4.44). It can be seen that this promotion scheme is 

more attractive to middle-income respondents and less attractive to high-income 

respondents. According to this, it can be seen that this result supports the hypothesis 

H5“The attraction of the promotional strategy " Over certain amount will get NT200 

dollars for the next purchase "for medium-income consumers is significantly higher 

than high-income consumers. 

Luxury products （NTD12,000 or more）： 

In table 10, a one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different 

income on participate in the Airpods boutique raffles, and it revealed that there was a 

statistically significant difference in mean participate in the Airpods boutique raffles 

scores between respondents’ income from under10,000, 10,000~20,000 and 

over20,000(4.08, 4.59, 4.17, respectively; F(2, 235) = 2.158, p = .018).  

LSD test for multiple comparisons found that the mean participates in the Airpods 
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boutique raffles score for respondents of Group A income under 10,000 (4.08) is 

significantly lower than that of respondents of Group B income 10,000~20,000 (4.59), 

p = .046, 95% C.I. = [.01, 1.01]. 

It can be seen that this promotion scheme is more attractive to low-income 

respondents and less attractive to middle -income respondents. According to this, it can 

be seen that this is support the hypothesis  

H6 “The attraction of the promotional strategy " Over certain amount will get 

NT200 dollars for the next purchase "for middle-income consumers is significantly 

higher than low-income consumers. 

Table 10. Summary table of variation analysis of different income respondents 

comparing differences in various promotional programs 

Variables Source of 
variation 

SS df MS F 
Verificat

ion 

P 
value 

LSD 

Free 
shipping 
over 
NT1,000 
dollars 

Intergroup 8.375 2 4.187 2.213 0.012* B > C 
Within the 
group 

444.735 235 1.892  

sum 453.109 237   

Over 
certain 
amount 
will get 
NT200 
dollars for 
the next 
purchase 

Intergroup 6.858 2 3.429 1.816 0.045* B > C 
Within the 
group 

443.801 235 1.889  

sum 450.660 237   

Participate 
in the 
Airpods 
boutique 
raffles 

Intergroup 10.791 2 5.396 2.158 0.018* B > A 
 Within the 

group 
587.583 235 2.500  

sum 598.374 237   
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Note: P<0.1+ ; P<0.05* ;P<0.01** ;P<0.001*** 
A：The average monthly income is under 10,000 dollars 
B：The average monthly income is 10,001 ~ 20,000 dollars 
C：The average monthly income is 20,001 ~ 30,000 dollars 
Source: the author sorted 
 

The following is an explanation of the data: Group A means the respondents are 

under 20 years old (inclusive), Group B means the respondents are 21~25 years old, 

Group C means the respondents are 26~30 years old,Group D means the respondents 

are 31~35 years old,Group E means the respondents are 35 years old and above. 

 

 

Variables age Sample sizes Average S.D. 
Free shipping 
over NT 1,000 
dollars 

under20 
(inclusive) 
(A) 
21~25 
(B) 
26~30 
(C) 
31~35 
(D) 
Over 35 
(E) 

44 
 
 
150 
 
21 
 
10 
 
13 
 

5.00 
 
 
5.35 
 
4.57 
 
5.10 
 
5.08 

1.381 
 
 
1.322 
 
1.502 
 
1.197 
 
1.801 

VIP get 15% 
off for all 
purchases 

Under 20 
(inclusive) 
(A) 
21~25 
(B) 
26~30 
(C) 
31~35 
(D) 
Over 35 
(E) 

44 
 
 
150 
 
21 
 
10 
 
13 
 

4.36 
 
 
4.82 
 
3.90 
 
4.30 
 
4.92 

1.146 
 
 
1.321 
 
1.446 
 
1.160 
 
1.441 
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Over certain 
amount will 
get NT200 
dollars for the 
next purchase 

Under 20 
(inclusive) 
(A) 
21~25 
(B) 
26~30 
(C) 
31~35 
(D) 
Over 35 
(E) 

44 
 
 
150 
 
21 
 
10 
 
13 
 

 
4.39 
 
4.77 
 
3.86 
 
4.40 
 
4.92 

 
1.243 
 
1.348 
 
1.558 
 
1.174 
 
1.656 

Introduce new 
customer 
enjoy cash 
discounts on 
next purchase 

Under 20 
(inclusive) 
(A) 
21~25 
(B) 
26~30 
(C) 
31~35 
(D) 
Over 35 
(E) 

44 
 
 
150 
 
21 
 
10 
 
13 
 

4.20 
 
 
4.58 
 
3.71 
 
3.10 
 
4.31 

1.456 
 
 
1.476 
 
1.707 
 
1.370 
 
1.548 

Table 11. Different Age Respondents Describe Statistics under Various 

Promotion Schemes 

 
Source: the author sorted 
Age: 
A: Under 20 years old (inclusive). 
B:21~25 years old 
C:26~30 years old 
D:31~35 years old 
E: 35 years old and above 
 

In this section, the author use One Way Anova in order to find out what kind of 

promotional programs suitable for different products. (popular,trendy and luxury 

products) and which promotion will attract certain group of different age respondents? 
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In order to answer the research question “What kind of promotional strategies will 

attract the customers? However, did respondents from different ages choose 

promotional programs equally?   

Popular products （NTD500-2000）： 

In table 12, a one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different 

ages on free shipping over NT 1,000 dollars, it revealed that there was a statistically 

significant difference in mean free shipping over NT 1,000 dollars scores between at 

least two ages subgroups (F(4, 233) = 1.839, p = .022).  

LSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean free shipping over NT 

1,000 dollars score for respondents of Group C aged 26~30 (4.57) is significantly lower 

than that of respondents of Group B aged 21~25 (5.35), p = .015, 95% C.I. = [.14, 1.41]. 

The average score of the Group B is 5.35, which is 0.78 higher than 4.57 for Group C. 

It can be seen that this promotion scheme is more attractive to middle-income 

respondents and less attractive to high-income respondents. According to this, it can be 

seen that this is support the hypothesis H7“The attraction of the promotional strategy 

"Free shipping over NT1,000 dollars"for consumers age between 21~25 is significantly 

higher than consumers age between 26~30.” 

Trendy products （NTD2500-10,000）： 

A one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different ages on VIP 

get 15% off for all purchases. It revealed that there was a statistically significant 

difference in mean on VIP get 15% off for all purchases score between at least two ages 

subgroups (F(4,233) = 2.983, p = .020).  

Tukey’s HSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on VIP get 15% 

off for all purchases score for respondents from ages C 26~30 (3.90) is significantly 

lower than that of respondents from B 21~25 (4.82), p = .032, 95% C.I. = [.05, 1.78].  
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The average score of Group B is 4.82, which is 0.92 higher than Group C 3.90.  

It can be seen that this promotion scheme is more attractive to medium-income 

respondents and less attractive to high-income respondents. According to this, it can be 

seen that this is support the hypothesis H8 The attraction of the promotional strategy 

“VIP get 15% off for all purchases” for consumers age between 21~25 is significantly 

higher than consumers age between 26~30. 

Trendy products （NTD2500-10,000）： 

A one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different ages on over 

certain amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase. It revealed that there was 

a statistically significant difference in mean on over certain amount will get NT200 

dollars for the next purchase score between at least two ages subgroups (F(4,233) = 

2.634, p = .035).  

Tukey’s HSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on over certain 

amount will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase score for respondents from ages 

C 26~30 (3.86) is significantly lower than that of respondents from B 21~25 (4.77), p 

= .036, 95% C.I. = [-.04, 1.78].  In Tukey's HSD Test B >C, it means that group B 

aged 21~25 is significantly higher than group C aged 26~30, the average score of the 

21~25 year old group is 4.77, which is 0.86 higher than 3.86 for 26~30 years old 0.91。 

It can be seen that this promotion scheme is attractive to the 21~25-year-old group, and 

has less impact on the 26~30-year-old group.  

LSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on over certain amount 

will get NT200 dollars for the next purchase score for respondents from ages C 26~30 

(3.86) is significantly lower than that of respondents from B 21~25 (4.77), p = .004, 

95% C.I. = [.29, 1.53]. The attraction degree of group B 21~25 was significantly higher 

than that of group C 26~30 years old, and the average score of the Group B aged 21~25 
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was 4.77, which is 0. 91 higher than Group C 26~30 years old 3.86. 

It can be seen that this promotion strategy will not have much impact on Group C, 

indicating that this promotion plan is attractive to the Group B 21~25-year-old. 

According to this, it can be seen that this is support the hypothesis H9 “The 

attraction of the promotional strategy “Over certain amount will get NT200 dollars for 

the next purchase” for consumers age between 21~25 is significantly higher than 

consumers age between 26~30.” 

Luxury products （NTD12,000 or more）： 

A one-way ANOVA was performed to compare the effect of different ages on 

antroducing new customer enjoy cash discounts on next purchase. It revealed that there 

was a statistically significant difference in mean on a new customer enjoy cash 

discounts on next purchase score between at least two ages subgroups (F(4,233) = 3.698, 

p = .006).  

Tukey’s HSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on a new 

customer enjoy cash discounts on next purchase score for respondents from ages D 

31~35 (3.10) is significantly lower than that of respondents from B 21~25 (4.58), 

p= .022, 95% C.I. = [.14, 2.82].  In Tukey's HSD Test, the purchase intention of the 

Group B 21~25-year-old group was significantly higher than that of group D 31~35 

years old, and the average score of the Group B aged 21~25 was 4.58, which is 

higher1.48 than 26 ~ 30 years old 3.10. It can be seen that this promotion scheme is 

more attractive to group B and less attractive to group D. 

LSD Test for multiple comparisons found that the mean on introduce new 

customer enjoy cash discounts on next purchase score for respondents from ages C 

26~30 (3.71) is significantly lower than that of respondents from B 21~25 (4.58), p 

= .014, 95% C.I. = [.18, 1.55].  
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In LSD Test, the attraction degree of the group aged 21~25 in Group B is 

significantly higher than that in Group C aged 31~35,the average score of the Group B 

21~25 year old is 4.58，which is higher 0.87 than3.71 Group C 31~35. It can be seen 

that this promotion scheme is more attractive to group B and less attractive to group C. 

According to this, it can be seen that this is support the hypothesis H10 “The attraction 

of the promotional strategy “Introduce new customer enjoy cash discounts on next 

purchase” for consumers age between 21~25 is significantly higher than consumers age 

between 26~30 and 31~35.” 

Variables Source of 
variation 

SS degree 
of 
freedom 

MS F 
Verification 

P 
value 

Tukey 
HSD 

LSD 

Free 
shipping 
over NT 
1,000 dollars 

Intergroup 
Within 
the group 
sum 
 

13.870 
439.239 
 
453.109 

4 
233 
 
237 

3.467 
1.885 

1.839 0.022* n.s. B > C 
 

VIP get 15% 
off for all 
purchases 

Intergroup 
Within 
the group 
sum 
 

21.770 
425.154 
 
446.924 

4 
233 
 
237 

5.442 
1.825 

2.983 

 
0.020* B > C 

 

n.s 

Over certain 
amount will 
get NT200 
dollars for 
the next 
purchase 

Intergroup 
Within 
the group 
sum 
 

19.500 
431.160 
 
450.660 

4 
233 
 
237 

4.875 
1.850 

2.634 0.035* B > C B > C 
 

Introduce 
new 
customer 
enjoy cash 
discounts on 
next 
purchase 

Intergroup 
Within 
the group 
sum 
 

32.989 
519.654 
 
552.643 

4 
233 
 
237 

8.247 
2.230 

3.698 0.006** B > D 
 

B > C 
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Table 12. 

Summary table of variation analysis comparing differences between different age 
groups in various promotional programs 

 
Note: P<0.1+ ; P<0.05* ;P<0.01** ;P<0.001*** 
 

Age: 
A: Under 20 years old (inclusive). 
B:21~25 years old 
C:26~30 years old 
D:31~35 years old 
E: 35 years old and above 
Source: the author sorted 
 

After the authors went through the questionnaire, in order to make the collected 

results more comprehensive, the following is a more complete analysis of the results 

we obtained after the interview. 

l Different festivals and different discounts： 

1. Cooperate with festivals or activities, choose different time points to sell 

suitable products. 

Examples：During the school’s season, more shoes will be provided. When 

the season changes, it will be changed to autumn and winter products. During 

the school season, more preferential activity information for students will be 

launched. 

2. Launching holiday discounts, such as Double 11, Black Friday, Christmas 

discounts, combination promotions, birthday discounts of the month, cash 

discounts and other activities, can more attract consumers' willingness to buy. 

² Major foreign festivals：Double 11 and Christmas will have big discounts or 

specials, and the price will be much cheaper. 
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² Combination promotion：You can buy a lot of the products you want at a low 

price at the same time, and the return on investment is relatively high. 

² Cash discount：It is more likely to get a substantial discount. 

 

l Friendly and interactive publicity： 

1. Participate in market activities in various places in Taiwan from time to time. 

Example：Some customer groups of apparel products prefer to actually feel 

the quality compared to online shopping, and invite them to try on and buy. 

2. Use Instagram to dynamically play interactive mini-games with guests for a 

limited time. 

Example：Guess what size the shoes in the picture are, and if you guess 

right, you will receive 500 yuan for shopping at the store to increase reach 

and traffic. 

l Promotional price adjustment： 

For trendy products and luxury products, the customers’ group tends to purchase 

an amount of 6,000 dollars in cash for a discount of 300 dollars, or for promotions 

to introduce friends, and there will be cash discounts and rebates for new 

customers repurchase. Interviewees said：“If you deduct the last 36,800 dollars 

to 36,000 dollars promotions, the reason is that consumers can now discount the 

same day consumption, and the rebate and shopping bonus will have the pressure 

to use the next time consumers come to the store for consumption, and consumers 

may not choose the same next time. Buy from a purchasing agent store.” 
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Hypothesis Result 

H1-1 
Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase consumer’s 

preference. 
 

Support 

H1-2 
Advertisement endorsed by celebrities can significantly increase consumer’s 

purchasing intention. 
 

Support 

H2-1 
Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can significantly increase 

consumer’s preference. 
 

Support 

H2-2 
Advertisement that emphasizes product functionality can significantly increase 

consumer’s purchase intention. 
Support 

H3-1 Humorous advertisements can significantly increase consumer’s preference. Support 

H3-2 
Humorous advertisements can significantly increase consumer’s purchase 

intention. 
Support 

H4 

The attraction of the promotional strategy "Free shipping over NT1,000 

dollars"for middle-income consumers is significantly higher than high-income 

consumers. 

Support 

H5 

The attraction of the promotional strategy " Over certain amount will get 

NT200 dollars for the next purchase "for middle-income consumers is 

significantly higher than high-income consumers. 

Support 
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Table 13.  Hypothesis supports Table (N=237)  

Source: the author sorted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H6 

The attraction of the promotional strategy " Participate in the Airpods boutique 

raffles "for middle-income consumers is significantly higher than low-income 

consumers. 

Support 

H7 

The attraction of the promotional strategy “Free shipping over NT1,000 dollars” 

for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly higher than consumers’ age 

between 26~30. 

Support 

H8 

The attraction of the promotional strategy “VIP get 15% off for all purchases” 

for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly higher than consumers’ age 

between 26~30. 

Support 

H9 

The attraction of the promotional strategy “Over certain amount will get NT200 

dollars for the next purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly 

higher than consumers’ age between 26~30. 

Support 

H10 

The attraction of the promotional strategy “Introduce new customer enjoy cash 

discounts on next purchase” for consumers’ age between 21~25 is significantly 

higher than consumers’ age between 26~30 and 31~35. 

Support 
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CONCLUSION And SUGGESTIONS 

At the end of the research, the authors would like to summarize the results and 

give some advice to those who want to start a business and those who are running the 

industry of purchasing agents. 

Judging from the authors’ research questions, the industry of purchasing agents 

should not only stand out from the target market, but also make sure that consumers 

can trust a purchasing agent when creating the characteristics of a purchasing agent. 

Therefore, the word of mouth is that customers will one thing to pay special attention 

to shop online, their priority in choosing a purchasing agent is mostly the online 

consumers’ word of mouth of a purchasing agent. At the same time, the overall 

smoothness of the process of getting the product after placing the order, don’t forget. In 

the shopping process, the professionalism of the seller’s service quality will directly 

affect the degree to which consumers choose a purchasing agent. 

For a newly founded company, the method of advertising will affect the 

dissemination of traffic. Functional advertising is the main method of publicity, which 

can exert the most effective benefits to achieve consumers’ purchase intention. 

Cooperate with celebrity endorsement advertising as a continuous and stable popularity. 

To sum up, for those who would like to be purchasing agents, the more promotions 

the store sells, the faster the growth of customers, especially in response to promotions 

is a good way to attract new customers, because people are always easily attracted by 

discounts. For those who want to study customer behavior, the authors recommend that 

they consider conducting in-depth interviews with people who have done shopping on 

behalf of others, because we believe that promotions that are useful to customers are 

not necessarily successful to the actual situation. 
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APPENDIX 

代購商家成功的⾏銷策略 

The Successful Marketing Strategy of Purchasing Agent 

親愛的先⽣/⼩姐: 

 

這是⼀份學術研究問卷,主要⽬的是探討「代購店家成功的⾏銷策略」。 

在此希望能耽誤您幾分鐘的時間,依您的真實感受填寫問卷,懇請您提供寶貴意

⾒。本問卷採不記名⽅式作答,您的回答僅供學術研究使⽤,絕不對外公開,請

放⼼填寫。感謝您在百忙之中抽空填答此問卷,您的協助將使本研究更具貢獻,

在此獻上最誠摯的謝意。 敬祝 事事順⼼、健康愉快！ 

  ⽂藻外語⼤學 國際事務系 

指導⽼師：吳紹慈 教授 

學⽣：吳昭嫻、趙愷微、胡勻甄 

第⼀部分: 您的基本資料 

1. 性別： 

□男⽣ □ ⼥⽣  
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2.  年齡： 

     □ 20歲以下(含) □ 21~25歲 □ 26~30歲□ 31~35歲 □ 35歲以上 

3.  職業：（可複選） 

     □學⽣ □服務業 □商業  □⼯業 □軍公教 □⾃由業  

□⾦融業 □為主管階級 □⾃營商 □其他:_______ 

4.  平均⽉收⼊： 

□10000 元以下 □10001 元∼20000 元 □20001∼30000 元  

□30001∼40000 元 □40001∼50000 元 □50001∼60000 元  

□60001∼70000 元 □70001∼80000 元 □80001 元以上 

5.  收⼊來源：（可複選） 

□家庭供給之⽣活費⽤ □⼯作收⼊ □家庭供給＋⼯作收⼊ 

第⼆部分: 代購使⽤狀況 

1. 平均網購使⽤頻率： 

□ ⼀星期⼀次 □ ⼀個⽉⼀次 □ 三個⽉⼀次 □ 半年⼀次 □⼀年⼀次 
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2. 請問您平均⼀個⽉花費在網路代購店家上的⾦額為？ 

□ 3000元以下 □ 3001~6000元 □ 6001~9000元 □ 9001~12000元 

□120001~15000元 □15001~25000元 □25000元以上 

3. 偏好使⽤的代購通路：(可複選) 

□商家網站(Instagram、官網) □蝦⽪購物 □實體店⾯ 

4. 通常在代購店購買「哪⼀種類」的商品？(可複選) 

     □鞋款 □運動品牌或潮牌服飾 □精品包與配件 □美妝產品  

□無特定偏好 

第三部分：選擇商品之評估⾏為 

1.  請問下列商品您的喜好程度為何？（請按照⾼低填⼊ 123） 

Top 1： 

□奢侈品、精品 

（如：LV、GUCCI、CHANEL、DIOR、PRADA、BALENCIAGA等精
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品品牌）  

□潮流性商品（如：NIKE聯名精品品牌或名⼈之鞋款、BE@RBRICK、

SUPREME、FEAR OF GOD、OFF-WHITE、STUSSY聯名款、DREW 

HOUSE....）  

□⼤眾性商品（如：CONVERSE 1970帆布鞋、NIKE AIR FORCE1 全⽩、  

CARHARTT、各⼤運動品牌專賣店之服裝,襪⼦或帽款等....） 

Top 2： 

□奢侈品、精品 

（如：LV、GUCCI、CHANEL、DIOR、PRADA、BALENCIAGA等精

品品牌）  

□潮流性商品（如：NIKE聯名精品品牌或名⼈之鞋款、BE@RBRICK、

SUPREME、FEAR OF GOD、OFF-WHITE、STUSSY聯名款、DREW 

HOUSE....）  

□⼤眾性商品（如：CONVERSE 1970帆布鞋、NIKE AIR FORCE1 全⽩、  
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CARHARTT、各⼤運動品牌專賣店之服裝,襪⼦或帽款等....） 

2. 請依照「購買頻率」⾼低排序下列商品（請按⾼低填⼊ 123） 

Top 1： 

□奢侈品、精品（如：LV、GUCCI、CHANEL、DIOR、PRADA、

BALENCIAGA等精品品牌）  

□潮流性商品（如：NIKE聯名精品品牌或名⼈之鞋款、BE@RBRICK、

SUPREME、FEAR OF GOD、OFF-WHITE、STUSSY聯名款、DREW 

HOUSE....）  

□⼤眾性商品（如：CONVERSE 1970帆布鞋、NIKE AIR FORCE1 全⽩、  

CARHARTT、各⼤運動品牌專賣店之服裝,襪⼦或帽款等....） 

Top 2： 

□奢侈品、精品（如：LV、GUCCI、CHANEL、DIOR、PRADA、

BALENCIAGA等精品品牌）  

□潮流性商品（如：NIKE聯名精品品牌或名⼈之鞋款、BE@RBRICK、
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SUPREME、FEAR OF GOD、OFF-WHITE、STUSSY聯名款、DREW 

HOUSE....）  

□⼤眾性商品（如：CONVERSE 1970帆布鞋、NIKE AIR FORCE1 全⽩、  

CARHARTT、各⼤運動品牌專賣店之服裝,襪⼦或帽款等....） 

3. 承上題，平均每次花費在 top 1 品項是多少錢？ 

□ 3000元以下 □ 3001~6000元 □ 6001~9000元 □ 9001~12000元 

□120001~15000元 □15001~25000元 □25000元以上 

4. 請問⼀年購買幾次 top1 品項? 

£⼀次 £2-3次 £4-5次 £6次以上 

第四部分: 選擇代購店家的考量因素  

序 

號 

項 

⽬ 

 1 

⾮

常

不

2 

不

同

意 

3 

稍

微

不

4 

普

通 

5 

稍

微

同

6 

同

意 

7 

⾮

常

同
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同

意 

同

意 

意 意 

（服務品質） 

1 此代購商家提供快速的物流。        

2 

此代購商家提供完整的物流退換貨條

款。 
       

3 從此代購商家收到的貨物完好無損。        

4 

收到的貨物出現品質等問題時會按規定

提供退換貨。 
       

(網路⼝碑) 

1 我購買⼀家店家時，會先確認他的賣場

評價好不好。 

       

2 當我要購買的這家店很多好評時，會對        
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這家店產⽣信任感。 

3 當我看消費者反饋時，我會看完多篇評

論後再下決策。 

       

（價格考量） 

1 我在決定購買之前，我會⽐較其他代購

的價格。 

       

2 以最低價格購買喜歡的商品，對我⽽⾔

很重要。 

       

3 為了獲得低價格所帶來的利益 我通常

不只在⼀家代購購買。 

       

4. 我不會放棄以較低的價格買到品質較好

的商品。 

       

（其他） 

1 收到貨時，產品包裝是附有精美紙袋及        
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周邊很重要 。 

2 

此代購店家有提供特殊商品（稀缺性商

品.限量商品）很重要。 
       

 

Ø 請問以下哪些因素會讓我決定購買此代購店家的商品?（可複, 最多選五

個） 

□商品品牌 □商品價格 □商品外觀設計 □潮流趨勢 □此代購有實體店⾯ □

物流時間 £代購店家的⼝碑良好 £代購店家的服務品質好 £代購店家產品多

元性⾼ £購買此代購店家商品, 我不⽤擔⼼商品有瑕疵 £代購店家提供吸引⼈

的價格促銷⽅案 £代購店家提供真⼈試穿照, 讓我想要購買 £代購店家提供已

購顧客對商品的良好評價, 讓我想要購買 

第五部分：廣告策略 

1. 請勾選您喜歡哪些運動品牌？(可複選，⾄多三個) 

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □  
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2. 請勾選您⼼中最喜歡哪個運動品牌？（選ㄧ個） 

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □  

3. 是否曾經購買 Adidas 之產品？ 

□ 總是 □經常 □偶爾 □幾乎不 □沒買過 

4. 是否曾經購買 NIKE 之產品？ 

□ 總是 □經常 □偶爾 □幾乎不 □沒買過 

 請點選以下連結觀看廣告（名⼈） 

adidas X 張鈞甯 2016 : 由我創造 ⼀起變強_30 秒 
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序 

號 

項 

⽬ 

1 

⾮ 

常 

不 

同 

意 

2 

不 

同 

意 

 

 3 

稍

微

不

同

意 

 4 

普 

通 

 5 

稍

微

同

意 

 6 

同 

意 

7 

⾮ 

常 

同 

意 

 

1 請問在看完此廣告後您會對 Adidas

更加喜歡嗎？ 

       

2 請問在看完此廣告後會購買 Adidas

產品嗎？ 

       

 

請點選以下連結觀看廣告（功能） 

[雙寶鞋櫃]Nike Air VaporMax 廣告 
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序 

號 

項 

⽬ 

1 

⾮ 

常 

不 

同 

意 

2 

不 

同 

意 

 

 3 

稍

微

不

同

意 

 4 

普 

通 

 5 

稍

微

同

意 

 6 

同 

意 

7 

⾮ 

常 

同 

意 

 

1 請問在看完此廣告後您會對 NIKE更

加喜歡嗎？ 

       

2 請問在看完此廣告後會購買 NIKE 產        
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品嗎？ 

 

請點選以下連結觀看廣告（強調） 

adidas 創意無所不能 

 

序 

號 

項 

⽬ 

1 

⾮ 

常 

不 

同 

意 

2 

不 

同 

意 

 

 3 

稍

微

不

同

意 

 4 

普 

通 

 5 

稍

微

同

意 

 6 

同 

意 

7 

⾮ 

常 

同 

意 
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1 請問在看完此廣告後您會對 Adidas

更加喜歡嗎？ 

       

2 請問在看完此廣告後會購買 Adidas

產品嗎？ 

       

 

以下為 NIKE DUNK LOW 鞋款 

 

 

1. 請問以上何種圖像廣告⽅式最吸引您？ 

□1 □2 □3 □4 

2. 哪⼀個印象最深刻？  

□1 □2 □3 □4 

 

3. 哪⼀個最想去購買？ 

□1 □2 □3 □4 

1.Nike	官方商品圖	 2.商品上腳實穿圖	 3.店家實拍商品照	 4.整身穿搭照片	
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第六部分：價格策略 

序 

號 

項⽬ 1 

⾮ 

常 

不 

同 

意 

2 

不 

同 

意 

 

3 

稍 

微 

不 

同 

意 

4 

普 

通 

5 

稍

微

同

意 

6 

同 

意 

7 

⾮ 

常 

同 

意 

 

⼤眾性商品(＄500-＄2000) 

1 

商品任選兩件送購物⾦ 10%，會使我購

買。 
       

2 

商品滿千送贈品（襪⼦、⼩飾品），會吸

引我購買。 
       

3 商品促銷滿千免運，會吸引我購買。        

潮流性商品(＄2500-＄10,000 左右) 
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4 代購的鞋⼦滿六千現折三百元，會使

我購買。 

       

5 購買代購頻率到達⼀定⾨檻，可以享

有 VIP優惠(ex.凡消費享 95 折)，會吸

引我購買。 

       

6 代購的商品滿額送下次消費購物⾦ 200

元，會吸引我購買。 

       

奢侈性商品(＄12,000 以上) 

7 代購的精品只要⽐專櫃便宜⼋折以

下，會吸引我購買。 

       

8 介紹朋友、新客回購會有現抵折扣優

惠(ex.扣尾數 36,800 變 36,000)，會使

我購買。 

       

9 凡有買過代購的精品，就有機會參加        
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Airpod、精品之抽獎，會吸引我購

買。 

 

問卷到此結束，⾮常感謝您的作答！！ 
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消費者⾏為對潮流選品代購店的感知影響之質化訪談 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 您的年齡？ 

2. 您的職業？ 

3. 您的平均⼀個⽉薪資？ 

4. 您使⽤代購購買的頻率為何？ 

親愛的先⽣/⼩姐： 

我是⽂藻外語⼤學國際事務系學⽣，我正在進⾏畢業的研究論⽂，這是⼀份學術研究問卷，主要

⽬的是探討「消費者⾏為對潮流選品代購店的感知影響」。在此希望能耽誤您 20-30分鐘的時間

向您訪談。 

本問卷會採錄影及錄⾳，並利⽤Google Meeting進⾏訪談，此訪談之所有內容僅供學術研究使⽤，

絕不對外公開，請放⼼接受訪談。 

感謝您在百忙之中抽空接受訪談此問卷,您的協助將使本研究更具貢獻，在此獻上最誠摯的謝意。 

敬祝 事事順⼼、健康愉快! 

 

⽂藻外語⼤學國際事務系  

指導⽼師：吳紹慈 教授 

學⽣：吳昭嫻、趙愷微、胡勻甄 
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5. 影響您選擇⼀家代購店的因素是什麼？ 

影響因素： 

l 有無提供完善的服務 

l 購買流程簡單、迅速、明確 

l 提供多樣化的代購商品 

l 產品品質穩定（質量） 

l 消費者的評價（網路） 

l 適時與國外節⽇特價配合促銷活動 

6. 假如賣家促銷活動，什麼樣的促銷活動會更吸引您購買？ 

例如：雙 11、⿊⾊星期五、聖誕節折扣、專屬熟客折扣⾦、回購折扣、組合

促銷、附贈贈品 

7. 您會希望代購者應該要將商品的價格、商品資訊清楚明瞭的顯現出來嗎？ 

8. 您會購買奢侈品是因為價格昂貴、⽣活質量需求或為了⾝份象徵或者炫耀？ 

9. 您會選擇在代購店購買奢侈品的原因？ 

例如：價格⽐較便宜、服務⽐較好、無購物壓⼒ 

10. 購買潮鞋前，您會⽐較價格是否與其他地⽅賣的價格有落差？ 
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例如：專賣店、其他代購平台或官網 

11. 購買潮鞋前，什麼因素會是您考量的？ 

影響因素： 

l 品牌形象 

l 鞋款外觀設計 

l 鞋款功能性 

l 鞋款流⾏性 

12. 賣家提供的何種商品照有助於您更好選擇購買？ 

商品照呈現類型：實穿圖、官⽅圖、影⽚ 

13. 賣家提供「官⽅商品圖」、「模特兒實穿圖」或「店家實際使⽤商品圖」，何種

會更吸引您購買？ 

14. 下列照⽚中，哪⼀種的特價擺放會吸引您的第⼀⽬光？ 
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15. 當您要進去以下六間實體店⾯購買商品，您會如何開始逛？ 

您⾛的路線會是如何？您會如何選購？ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 消費者第⼀眼可能會先注意到左側

牆上的商品。 

2. 消費者第⼀眼會先看⾒桌上陳列的

商品。 
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1. 消費者可能會先看到最裡⾯燈光處

最亮的商品牆。 

 

1. 消費者可能會第⼀眼看⾒櫥窗內的

⼈型模特兒穿著。 

2. 消費者可能第⼀眼會先看被⼀⼀陳

列在架上的商品。 

1. 消費者會先看到前端正中央的商品展

⽰。 

2. 消費者會看到廣告看板上的照⽚。 
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16. 您在買東西之前，會在意蝦⽪賣場或賣場評價總數⽬嗎? 

17. 假如您在看評價，200正評 10負評 v.s.100正評 0負評，哪個會令您覺得這

1. 消費者會先看到⼈形模特兒上的當季

服裝整體⾵格。 

2. 消費者會注意到店外最⾓落的告⽰

板。 

1. 消費者會先注意到告⽰板。 

2. 消費者會先注意到特別裝飾品⾝上的商

品。 
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個賣場更安⼼？ 

18. 您在看評價，會介意哪些部分？（例如：會看正評也會看負評、評價的時間

點（如果以往皆是正評，但近⽇出現負評次數頻繁可能會猶豫） 

19. 可以舉例 2-3 家最頻繁購買的代購店家，敘述出服務上的差別之處嗎？（ABC

店家各做了什麼，誰⽐較好）（評價上的差別、價格上的差別）（產品多樣性

的不同）（客⼈對店家服務的評價）（退換貨機制）（什麼評價可信、什麼評價

不可信） 

20. 隨機選擇價格的策略，詢問受訪者的看法。 

⼤眾性商品： 

l 商品任選兩件送購物⾦ 10%，會使我購買。 

l 商品滿千送贈品（襪⼦、⼩飾品），會吸引我購買。 

l 商品促銷滿千免運，會吸引我購買。 

潮流性商品： 

l 代購的鞋⼦滿六千現折三百元，會使我購買。 

l 購買代購頻率到達⼀定⾨檻，可以享有 VIP優惠(ex.凡消費享 95 折)，會

吸引我購買。 
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奢侈性商品： 

l 代購的商品滿額送下次消費購物⾦ 200元，會吸引我購買。 

l 代購的精品只要⽐專櫃便宜⼋折以下，會吸引我購買。介紹朋友、新客

回購會有現抵折扣優惠(ex.扣尾數 36,800 變 36,000)，會使我購買。 

l 凡有買過代購的精品，就有機會參加 Airpod、精品之抽獎，會吸引我購

買。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


